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Complementing each other 
COLLABORATION  OVER  COMPETITION  



WoW+Vitrizia is the signature of the

collaboration between WoW - Women on

Women and Vitrizia. 

WoW - Women on Women is a London-

based marketing agency & community of

professional women in both London and

Italy, founded by the Neapolitan Marianna

Penna. Vitrizia is the Neapolitan brand of

handcrafted wool hats by designer Patrizia

Visone.  The result of the collaboration is

the “WoW” hats capsule. 

Marianna and Patrizia recognized a strong

connection between their missions.

Through WoW, Marianna communicates

with an eclectic community of women and

Patrizia, through her fashion, 

communicates with women individually.

Starting from this stand point and with

their complementing skills, both women

saw that they could join to form a unique

partnership: WoW+Vitrizia hat caspule to

represent and dialogue with women in

business.

The fusion between the metropolitan and

innovative English communication style

with which WoW works and the artistic and

cosmopolitan expression of Vitrizia created

the “WoW+Vitrizia” ultimate headwear

capsule with an “Urban Artwear” mood for

the modern businesswoman.

This mood expresses the style of women

who seek originality, to be worn with

awareness and pride - real, authentic pieces

of art. 

Mariann and
Mariann and
Mariann and

PatriziaPatriziaPatrizia

+ COLLABORATION



URBAN  ARTWEAR  HATS  CAPSULE

The WoW capsule has been conceived

as Urban Artwear and places the hat as

an artistic object to be showcased on

the streets of the cities and makes the

woman who wears it the undisputed

protagonist, giving life to the hat. 

For a woman with a taste for and an

attraction to the artistic, a desire to feel

at one with it, both wearing and

interpreting it. Garments with a

sophisticated yet versatile allure. The

fortress of determined and ironic women,

in their daily life, at work and in society.



i'm thei'm thei'm the
protagonistprotagonistprotagonist

   



" I 'M  THE  PROTAGONIST"
The WoW woman is the protagonist of

her own life, being confident, feeling

empowered and WOW. 

The WoW capsule is not "one fits all"

because each woman is different, be it

shapes, colours or attitude.

It is actually "one to suit all at their best",

proposing different hat designs for

different face shapes and colours, for 

different lifestyles and occasions.



COLOURFUL  URBAN  MOOD

A dash of colour in the
greyness of the cities
during the cold season

 



ABOUT  THE  CAPSULE .
THE  HAT  AS  ART  WEAR  

"Urban Artwear", art to wear in the

city! The WoW capsule offers artistic

garments for design, refined for

details, urban for its dynamism. 

The creations are artistic but

absolutely functional to enhance the

look, to be comfortable for the

climate, and the care of the garment.

This collection is not just to be worn, it is

to be displayed by the woman who wears

it, feeling that artistic connection and

interpreting it in her own way. It is this

that makes the WoW+Vitrizia hats so

versatile and able to tailor to the

personalities of their owner. 

Four handmade designs - with charming

variations - in the colours of the 4-season

colour palette (spring, summer, autumn

and winter).



THE  DIFFERENCE  
THAT  MAKES  A DIFFERENCE

We are all different and that makes us

unique.

With WoW hats, you can express your

uniqueness, choosing the hat that

compliments your face shape, in your

colours and with your favourite details.

WoW+Vitrizia, in line with WoW -

Women on Women's mission, aims to

build a community of women where

collaboration exceeds competition and

empowerment reigns. 

stronger together
 

Aside from our one professional model,

the photoshoot welcomed 4 real women

to model the capsule - ranging from late

twenties to late sixties. This expresses

the energy of the WoW+Vitrizia woman,

despite background and culture. 



OUR  FOCUS .  
BACK  TO  REALITY .  

WoW+Vitrizia also wants to promote

the concept "return to reality, at its

best". As opposed to the virtual nature

of the Instagrammable - the capsule is

an artistic expression, interpreted by

the everyday woman.

You do not need filters to look WoW

or edit your true self for social media.

You can look your best just by being

yourself. In real life, wear a hat that

enhances your unique natural beauty,

simply by choosing the right hat

shape and colours.

With WoW+Vitrizia, we accompany all

women in their real life, expressing

their different moods on different

occasions. Romantic, passionate, joyful,  

easy-going, authoritative, WoW hats

interpret any woman attribute. 

We interpret real women, from

different generations who all stand on

fundamental values:

- being authentic

- being brave to be themselves

- being collaborative

- empowering others

- love, love, love!



joyful women ofjoyful women ofjoyful women of
any generationany generationany generation

AUTHENTICITY



real women in different moods
real women in different moods
real women in different moods

& on different occasion
s

& on different occasion
s

& on different occasion
s

BE  YOURSELF ,  ANY  TIME



real women in theirreal women in theirreal women in their
everyday lifeeveryday lifeeveryday life

TOGETHERNESS



real women, empoweredreal women, empoweredreal women, empowered
and empoweringand empoweringand empowering

REALITY  AT  ITS  BEST



real, endless,real, endless,real, endless,   
   generational lovegenerational lovegenerational love

LOVE ,  LOVE ,  LOVE !



The campaign has been a real team effort, with 90% of the team represented by
women, plus the valuable support of a male professional. Marianna conceptualised
and directed the mood of the campaign and Patrizia looked after the styling. 
A variety of real women of different generations and backgrounds were involved.
The professional model was Federica, a young, Neapolitan lady, who was
photographed alongside another 4 real women. Anna Manzo, a school teacher that
is retiring next year and loved being one of our real women, inspiring women of
the future. Marzia is a professional property agent, who joined us with her
daughter Giordana. Marianna also took part to empower professional women to
dare to believe in themselves. And the young beauty entrepreneur, Anna Vigorito
of the WoW community was the make-up artist for the shoot. 
The campaign was shoot by talented Roberta Mazzone co-partnered by Marco.

THE  CAMPA IGN  TEAM



WoW+Vitrizia chose the FOQUS
(Fondazione Quartieri Spagnoli) residence
in Naples as the location for this campaign.  
FOQUS is a project for urban regeneration
in the Quartieri Spagnoli area; source of
new employment, entrepreneurship and
self-employment focused on youth and
women, also providing training, education
& childcare programs.

Falling in love with a place that welcomes
and nurtures art, culture and beauty for
the future and new generations, in the very
heart of the city, Marianna was particularly
impressed by the foundation as its mission
aligns so well with WoW's.  

CAMPA IGN  LOCATION

Patrizia & Marianna chose the
venue for this reason and, as the
building serves as an art gallery and
a library to the public, it offered an
ideal backdrop for the Artwear
mood.  Surrounded by tall buildings
in very narrow streets, it is a
glowing treasure in the area.  For
outdoor shots the location was
perfect for highlighting the
colourful collection, and the top of
the building gave impressive shots
overlooking S. Martino Castle &
Vesuvius Mount.



An  Exhibition of  colour 
WOW  HATS

WoW Capsule proposes hats for 4 ideal personas:
The Diva, The Mimosa Cake, The Great Kiss and The Ruler.
Inspired by real women and the 4 seasons colours palette to make all women unique and look and feel WoW.



THE RULER 
IN AUTUMN COLOURS

THE DIVA HAT
IN WINTER COLOURS

THE MIMOSA CAKE
IN SPRING COLOURS

THE GREAT KISS
IN SUMMER COLOURS



THE  DIVA 
WoW + Vitrizia pay homage to the strong-willed and self-confident woman
with an indomitable hat, characterized by fun and refinement. A jewel that
highlights the figure and features of the woman and enhances her
character.
A singular balaclava with a button closure, enriched by a fascinator & 
 studded with hand-sewn crystals.  The design has two floral details with
cubic crystals, and look out for the ultra-deluxe version which features an
ostrich feather fountain on the fascinator.
The creation is entirely handmade in Italy.
The deluxe version with ostrich feathers is "The Extra Diva" and the one
without fascinator is "The Naked Diva".

The creation is entirely handmade in Italy.

i'm charmi'm charmi'm charm

   



the Extra Divathe Extra Divathe Extra Diva

THE  DIVA 



the NakedDivathe NakedDivathe NakedDiva



THE  MIMOSA CAKE
WoW+ Vitrizia pays homage to the dynamic and contemporary woman with
an original and modern garment, inspired by spring and the sweeter things in
life.

The Mimosa is a singular two-tier cap, full of flowers and hand-sewn
crystals.
Or, discover the ultra-deluxe version with ostrich feathers crowning the
garment.

The deluxe version with ostrich feathers is "The Gliding Mimosa Cake".

The creation is entirely handmade in Italy.

i'm sweeti'm sweeti'm sweet

   



The GlidingThe GlidingThe Gliding   
Mimosa CakeMimosa CakeMimosa Cake

THE  MIMOSA CAKE



THE  GREAT  KISS

i'mi'mi'm
sensualsensualsensual

   

WoW+Vitrizia pay homage to the sensual, authentic and sophisticated
woman with a romantic, refined and luminous garment. A big kiss, still
warm on the face.
A beanie enriched by important lateral processing, embellished with hand-
sewn crystals.
A stylish bonnet with a sense of sophistication.

The garment can be fully customized with the colours and details (crystals,
and feathers) that we offer. 
The deluxe version with ostrich feathers is "The Big Great Kiss".

The creation is entirely handmade in Italy.



the Bigthe Bigthe Big   
Great KissGreat KissGreat Kiss

THE  GREAT  KISS



THE  RULER
Inspired by Royals such as Queen Elizabeth I, we have designed a truly
innovative and artistic garment: a balaclava with an eighteenth-century
ruff, the Ruler!
The design of the creation emphasizes the features of great
contemporaneity and versatility.
The body of the hat is a balaclava (balaclava, ear flaps). Like an ellipse, very
rich workmanship in bouclé and hand-sewn crystals surrounds, wrapping
around the neck, passing under the chin and rising to the nape of the neck.
This oblique round that follows the lateral profile of the chin & nape of the
neck, allows the workmanship to always sit beyond the neck of the
outerwear of the woman who wears it.

The creation is entirely handmade in Italy.

i'm ai'm ai'm a
QueenQueenQueen   



THE  RULER



STEFANIA BARTOLOMEI
We also partnered with the award-winning Stefania Bartolomei of
One of A Style who consulted on this collection and helped to identify
the different seasonal colour palettes for the capsule, to complement
women belonging to each of the colour seasons. 

Thank you Stefania for helping us to make the difference for all
women!

specialspecialspecial
contributioncontributioncontribution   

   
"If you're looking for new ways to stand out, then a stunning handmade avant-
garde hat of WoW+Vitrizia capsule may be the next essential for your wardrobe
- perfectly created with seasonal colours available in each style!" 
- Stefania Bartolomei



+

VISIT  US
online shop: vitrizia.com

@vitrizia.com
@wow_womenonwomen

WoW - Women on Women LTD
Marketing and PR agency 
www.wow-womenonwomen.com
wow@wow-womenonwomen.com 


